
Solution of last problem

PROBLEM. Alice and Bob 's department o�ers only two types of

cookies during co�ee hour: Chips Ahoy! R© ( ) and Nilla Wafers R© ( ). A
person's happiness can be measured as an increasing function of the number
of that they eat, while the number of makes no di�erence whatsoever.

When and came to co�ee hour today, they found an odd number of

each type and of cookie, all arranged randomly in a line. They will take
turns eating one cookie at a time, but at each turn only the leftmost cookie

or the rightmost cookie of the remaining line at that time can be eaten. In
the end, both and will have eaten the same number of cookies, but
one will be happier than the other, and whoever that person is will be declared
the winner. will go �rst. Find a winning strategy for her which does not
depend on the initial arrangement of cookies.

SOLUTION. Denote the cookies from left to right by c1, . . . , cn. Notice
n must be even, since the number of each of the two types of cookies is odd.
Let A = {c1, c3, c5, . . . , cn−1} and B = {c2, c4, c6, . . . , cn}. One of these sets

contains more than the other, because the total number of those is odd.

Before the game, should look at the cookies and determine which set

is the one with more (let's say it is A). At her �rst turn she can choose
between a cookie from A (c1) and a cookie from B (cn); she should pick the one

from A. This leaves with two choices from B only, and no matter which he

picks he will leave again with an option from each set. She again picks the
one from A and thereby leaves him with only two choices from B.

This can be carried out all the way to the end, when will have eaten all

the cookies from A, and all the ones from B. Therefore has eaten more

than .


